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ABSTRACT. In this paper, the transmission curves for solar radiations in the X-ray 
and ultraviolet regions through the earth’s atmosphere, obtained from rocket data and 
absorption ooelfioients have been utilized for determining the radiation responsible for E' 
layer ionization. It is found that only X-rays between the wavelength region 6 to lOOA 
are absorbed in the region of the atmosphere occupied by E-layer. The amount of energy 
absorbed is 0.19 erg cm-* seo~*. The number of ions produced by (1) absorbed X-rays, 
(2) ejeoted pkotoeleotrons produced by X-rays, and (S) Auger Effect induced by X-rays has 
been oaloulated and found to be 4xl0», fi.6xl0», and 5,6xl0» cm-* seo-i column-* res- 
peotively Or the total rate of prodilotion of ions in the E-layor is 6.2 x 10® cm”  ^aec~* column-*. 
Remembering the error in the measurements of energy from a rocket, this value agrees with 
thai obtained from substituting the value of effective ^ recombination coefficient and electron 
density for E-layer in the expression q =* aNg^ .
The temperature of the sun corresponding to different wavelength regions are calculated 
i^m data obtained from rocket-borne experiments. The oaloulated values agree with those 
given by Hi o^let.
L I N T R O D U C T I O I T
E. 0- Hulburt (1938) was tho first to propose that soft X-rays may produce 
the . -^region. Bates and Hoyle (1948) supported Hulbert’s proposal. In consi­
dering auroral phenomena, Vegard (1923, 1938) also suggested that soft X-rays 
are a major oontfibntor to the ionization at high altitudes. Also, from Solar enefgy 
meAsuremehts by tocket-borne experiments, it appears that ionization of the 
JS7-layer is dud to soft X-ray emissions from solar corona. Recently, Friedman 
(1959) suggested that jS-region is produced by X-rays and Lyman-/? (1025A), and 
B-region by Lyman-a (1210A).
In this paper, the total amount of solar X-ray energy absorbed within the 
it-layer is calculated ff om the energy at the top of the earth’s atmosphere obtained 
from rooket-bome experiments and the transmission curves for these radiations 
through the atmosphere. The rate of ionhiation produced by absorbed energy 
is then calculated and compared with other available value.
The temperatures of the sun at different spectral regions in tho ultraviolet 
and X-fays are also calculated from the amounts of solar energy at the top of the 
earth’s atmosphere, obtained from rocket-borne expenments.
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2. TRANSMI SSI ON CURVES FOR X - R A Y S  AND ULTRA-  
VI OLET RADI ATI ONS '
J’ig. 1 shows the traiismissioii of different wave-lengths through the earth’s 
atmosphere. The solid curves (Friedman, 1959) represent the penetration of solar 
radiations into the atmosphere for vertical incidence obtained from rocket-borne 
experiments. The dot-dash curves (Byi’am ei al., 1964) show the penetration of 
certain radiations computed from absorption coefficients given by Compton and 
Allison (1953). Dotted lino curves (Friedman etal.  ^1951) represent the transmission 
of solar radiations observed from V-2 49 rocket using photon counters,
Pig. 1. Atmospheric transmission for different wavelengths in the X-ray and ultraviolet 
regions. Tho solid curves (Friedman, 1959) aro obtained from .rocket-homo experi­
ments. Dotted line oui'vea (Friedman, 1051) aro also obtained using phoion counters 
in V-2 49 rocket. Dot-dash curves are computed from absorption coefficients 
given by Compton and Allison.
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It will be seen from above curves that, in general, radiations penetrate deeper 
into the atmosphere as the wavelength decreases. There are, however, certain 
departures. Wavelengths 1475A, Lyman-a, 1200A and Lyman-/? penetrate 
much deeper into the earth’s atmosphere. In the dot-dash curves, wavelength 
30 A penetrated to a lesser depth compared to wavelengths 35A, GOA and lOOA. 
Also, it may be noted that Lyman-a, and 2.5A, and wavelengths lOA and 32A 
have the same penetrating characteristics.
From the nature of these transmission curves, one can easily conclude that 
different amounts of energy (jorresponding to different wavelengths are absorbed 
at different altitudes of the atmosphere. Wavelengths from 200 A to 850 A  are 
absorbed above 125Km, whereas those between 5A and 100A are absorbed in the 
region 90-125 Km. The Lyman-a radiation (Byram et al., 1953) penetrates 
upto 74 ±  2^ Km. Also, Lyman-/? is absorbed between altitudes 90 and 125 Km. 
Wavelength 2.5A penetrates below 70 Km and lA  well below 60 Km.
From rocket data, 50 per cent transmia.sion of energy at different wavelengths 
in the X-ray region is calculated and is shown in Fig. 2. The values given by 
Leo Goldberg (1954) for 50 per cent transmission of energy for higher wavelengths 
are also given in the same figure.
Fig. 2. Altitudes for 60 per cent transmission of solar energy in the X-ray region. Solid 
line curve is draTm by Leo Goldberg and tho dashed curve (shown in a magnified 
scale on the right side) is obtamod from the present work.
3. A B S O B P T I O N  O F  X - R A Y S  I N  E - L A Y E R
The results of measurements of electron density as obtained from different 
rocket fiights at White Sands Proving Ground, New Mexico, are given in Table 1.
These measurements show that the height of the maximum ionization of the E~ 
layer lies between 100 and 110 Km. It has also been obseiwed that imder normal 
conditions of the s\m there is not much variation in electron density up to 125 Kra, 
although during solar activity there is considerable variation. Therefore, for 
calculating the number of ion cm~  ^ sec~  ^ column"^, the ^7-layer may be assumed 
to lie between 100 and 125 Km.
TABLE I
.K-layer ionization from rocket data at white sands proving ground,
New Mexico
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Rocket flight, Altitude of
date and timo Authors maximum
ionization
Km
Remarks
May 7, 1947; 
11-25 hrs. MST
About 110 Rapid incroaao in electron density from 
85 Km to 110 Km; no measurement 
was made abovo 110 Km,
Jan. 22, 1048; 
13-14 hrs. MST
1 0 0 Electron density inoreasos from 92 Km  
to 100 Km. No data available 
above 100 Km.
V-2 No. 49, 
Sept. 29. 1949; 
10-00 hrs. MST
107 Peak electron density at 107 Km. 
Between 110 and 125 Km, there is 
not much variation in electron 
density.
Viking No. 5, 
Nov. 21. 1950; 
10.18 hrs. MST
1 1 0 Electron density gradient becomes 
steep from about 92 Km. Peak 
electron density is observed at 
1 1 0  Km. There is not much varia­
tion in electron density between 
110 ond 126 Km.
Viking No. 10, b Peaks at 101, 112 Measurements show a rapid increase in
May 7, 1954; 
1 0 - 0 0  hrs. MST
and 129 electron density at 91 and 101 Km.
Aorobeo-38, 
Juno 26, 1953; 
12.10 hrg. MST
c A sharp maxima at 1 1 0  Km.
Aorobeo-Hl NRL-50, d Sharp maxima at Electron density increases from 92 to
June 29, 1956; 
12-09 hrs. MST
1 0 1 160 Km. Between 100 and 126 Km, 
the electron density is practically 
constant.
a— Jackson, 1954 & Seddon, 1954 ; b— Seddon et a l . , 1954 ; &  Jackson, 1966; c— ^Pfister 
e t a l . ,  195B ; d — Jackson oZ., 1958.
Solar energy values at the top of the earth’s atmosphere for different wave­
lengths wore obtained from rocket flights and are shown in Section 5 (Table 4). 
The percentage of absoi'ption of these radiations in the .K-layer was calculated 
from Eig. 1. Assuming the ^-layer to lie between altitudes 100-125 Km, the 
energy absorbed in this layer corresponding to different wavelengths is then 
calculated and is given in Table II. A graph is drawn between the absorbed energy 
and wavelengths and is shown in Fig. 3. The integrated area gives the total
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amount of X-ray energy absorbed in the i?-region. Its value is estimated to be 
0.19 erg cm"  ^sec“ .^ [The Lyraan-yff (A 1025) radiation is also absorbed between
Fig. 3. Tho solar onorgy in the X-ray region absorbed in tho E-layor as calculated from 
Fig. 1. Tho E-layor Is assumed to he between altitudes 100 and 125 Km. Corros- 
ponding to 70 A two onorgy values, 2  X 1 0 -a and 1 ..') X 1 0 "!* ergs cni"2  seo“' A"^ were 
obtained by Fried nioji (1059). In tho present calculations only the lower value is 
taken.
the altitudes 100-125 Km. However,it does not produr.e ^7-layer ionization 
because it requires radiations of wavelength less than 1019A].
TABLE II
Solar energy in tho X-ray region absorbed between altitudes 100 and 125 Km
Wavelength
(A)
Porcontago 
of onergy 
absorbed
Energy nbsorbod 
(erg cm"!* soc"i A~i)
6 25 6 .2 5 x l0 -«
.10 75 5.63x10-4
20 76 1.62x10-4
32 70 5.81x10-3
35 85 1.70 X 10"a
60 60 3.75x10-4
70 40 8.00x10-4
100 30 2.70x10-4
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4. i o n i z a t i o n  i n  e - l a y e r  b y  x - r a y s
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ABBuming that X-rays absorbed in the E-layer are responsible for its ioniza­
tion, the number of ions produced m this layer has been calculated as follows : 
The amount of energy absorbed in the ^7-layer in an interval of 5A has been 
obtained from Fig. 3. The mean photon energy in the interval is then calculated. 
Dividing the former by the latter gives the number of photons. Knowing the 
number of photons in the interval of 5A, the rate of production of ions* in the 
.E-layer by X-rays emitted by the sun has been calculated.
The rate of production of 0+ ions, 3(0+), will depend upon the product of 
absorption coefficient, a^ , of 0 atoms corresponding to frequency v and its con- 
centiation, w(0). Therefore,
g(0+) ocaoW(O).
Similarly, in the case of nitrogen atoms
q{N+)ai OLj^ n{N).
Therefore,
... (1)
. . .  (2)
q{N*) ^  a-sn(N)
g(0+) Bo»(0) ... (3)
or,  ^ aoU-(b)-faj^(iV') ... w
Substituting A for [g'(0 '')H"gr(E^ +)] which is the total rate of production of ions in 
the E-layer or the number of photons absorbed, the Eqn. (4) becomes
«(0+) =  y,A
Similarly,
The absorption coefficients of atomic oxygen and nitrogen have been taken after 
Compton and Allison (1953) and the particle concentration after Nicolot (1969). 
The ejected photoelectrons are loaded with excess energy and cause valence 
ionization of other atoms. Also, from Auger Effect for K-L shell transition 
for 0 and N  atoms there exists 50 per cent probability of electron ejection and
*  The photons corresponding to wavelengths <  2S.68 A and 31.18 A , eject K  electrons 
from oxygen and nitrogen otoms respectively, while those corresponding to wavelengths 
greater than the above values eject L electrons.
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50 per cent for X-ray emission. The rates of ion production by the above processes 
are given in Table III,
TABLE III
Ion production due to X-rays in the,i?-layer by different processes
Ionization by Auger Effect
K-shell
ionization
L-shell
ionization
Valence ehoU 
ionization From X-ray 
emission
Direct 
electron 
ejection
(cm'*8 -icol-i) (om-2s-icol-i) (cm-^s-i ool-i) (cm-sg-i ool-i) (cm-2s"i ool"i)
Oxygon
Kitrogen
2.5 X100 
1.8X107
1.6x108
2 .2x108
2.2X100
3.4X100
1.2xl0«
8.8x108
2.4x107
2.2x108
Total 2.0X107 3 8x108 5 6x100 1 0x107 2.4x108
Therefore, the average rate of ion production in the iS-layer is 6.2xl0®cm~^ 
sec"^ column"^.
Another value for the rate of production of ions can be obtained by substi­
tuting the values of a and Ne in the expression for the rate of production of ions 
at equilibrium condition, namely,
... (5)
where,
and
q— r^ate of ion production, 
a— effective recombination coefficient, 
Ne— i^onization density.
The value of a as given by different investigators (Appleton, 1959 ; Landmark, 
1956) ranges from 1 X 10“ ® to 4 X 10“ ® cm® scc“ .^ The calculated value of the rate 
of total ion production due to X-rays agrees with the value obtained from the ex­
pression (5) if a =  6 X 10“ ® cm® sec“  ^ and Ne =  2 x  10® cm~®. It may, however, 
be noted that the transmission curves (Fig. 1) were plotted from the data obtained 
from rocket-borne experiments by using photon counters and thermoluminescent 
phosphor technique. These data are liable to be in error. The measurements 
with photographs and ion chambers give more accurate valu^ for the energy 
(Friedman, 1959; Jager, 1959).
6 . T E M P E R A T U B B  O P  S U N  I N  X - R A Y  
V I O L E T  R E G I O N S
a n d  U L T R A -
We have already seen in Section 3 that the energy values at the top of earth’s 
atmosphere corresponding to different wavelengths from ultraviolet to X-rays 
are obtained from rocket-bomc experiments. From these energy values and 
considering the sun as a black body radiator, the coronal temperatures corres-
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ponding to the omission of X-rays and ultraviolet radiations have been computed 
following the method of Nicolet (1952) as follows.
If p{v) bo the density of radiation emitted by the sun, then from Planck’s 
formula
P(v) =
Fig. 4. Variation of temporaturo of tlio sun with wnvelungth in iho X-ray region obiainod 
from rookot data.
where the symbols have their usual significance. The radiation density p'(v) 
at the top of the atmosphere is given by the relation
p 'iy)  =  A  ■
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TABLE IV
Equivalent black body temperatures of the sun obtained from rocket-borne 
experiments in the X-ray and ultraviolet regions
Wavelength
region
(A)
Author
Condition of 
the sun
Energy
(ergs om-i sec 'i)
Equivalent 
blaok body 
temperature 
(“K)
Below 8 a late in class I  fiaro 5 X 10-3 6 .8 x 1 0 ’
6 — 10 b 160 minutes after 
class 1 flare
10-4 -1 0 -s 3 .6x105
8 — 12 0 quiet 3 X 10'J» 3 .0x105
8 — 18 d high coronal activity 0 .6 2.6X105
8 —  20 c -d o - 0.1 2.3X105
8 —  20 a quiet 1 .6x10 -# 2,1X105
8 —  20 a —do— 1.3X10-# 2 .1x105
8 —  20 a - d o - 1.2X10-A 2 1x105
8 —  20 a -d o - 0 .4 x 1 0 -# 2 .1x105
10 —  60 d 1.0 1 .1 X 105
44 —  60 6 minimum selar 
activity
1 .4 x1 0 -2 6 .8x104
44 _  100 e -d o - 3 .5x10 -2 6.2 X 104
44 —  100 e -d o - 2 .9 x1 0 -2 6.2X104
1050 —  1240 / normal 0 .4 6330
1200 b -d o - 6 .2 x l0 '2 (6000)*
1216 9 no unusual solar 
activity
6.3 7730
1150 —  1340 h —do— 1— 10 5630
1230 —  1340 b - d o - 0 .2 4840
1560 b —do— 6.4X10-# (4500)*
2060 h —do— 3.7 (5000)*
a  —  Chubb e t  a l . ,  1967 ; b  —  Friedman e t  a l , ,  1961 
c —  Burnight, 1962 ; d — Byram e t  a l , ,  1964 ; 
e  —  Byram e t  a l , ,  1966 ; f — Tousey e t a l . ,  1951. 
g  —  Jagor, 1959 & h  —  Byram 1952.
For figures marked with * the amounts o f  energy have been calculated 
from the given temperatures.
where the dilution coefiS.cient fig is given by
n _  22’® ______(sun radius)*®
’  4r*® 4(sun-earth distance)®
=  5.41 X 10-».
The temperatures thus ealculated are given in Table 4. Comparing these values 
with the equivalent black body temperaturt'js calculated by Nicolot (1962) from 
the coronal radiation of the quiet sun given in Table V, we find that there is a fair 
agreement between the two sets of values. The variation of temperature with 
wavelengths in the X-ray region is shown in Fig. 4. it  may, however, be pointed 
out that the emission from the sun may bo of grey body type (Byram et al, 1950). 
I f  such bo the case, the actual tempei'ature will bo higher than those given in 
Table IV.
TABLE V
Equivalent black body temperatures of quiet sun in the X-ray and ultraviolet 
regions obtained by Nicolet
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Wavelongth
(A)
Equivalont 
black body 
tomporatiire 
(°K)
4 6 0x105
10 3.0X105
14 2 .0x105
20 1.6X105
21.5 1.6X105
29.6 1.2X105
50 7. 6X10*
75 5. 0X10*
200 2.0X10*
228 1. 9X10*
260 1. 8X10*
500 7. 0X105
910 5. 0X103
1000 5.0X103
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